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On top of the World;
Peter and friends relax high in the Alps.

Different things motivate us to run. Some just really love it. Some do it for health
reasons, some love to race, some love the challenge, some love the progress than training
brings and the sense of accomplishment. Some are just naturally good at it and enjoy
something they are good at it.
My motivation is a bit different – what I really love is orienteering, and most of the
running I do is to get in shape for orienteering. The fact that it is good for me is a bonus.
The fact that I like to compete and that running in the occasional running race satisfies
that urge is also a bonus. But the orienteering has always come first.
There are orienteering events on a relatively small scale in this country, usually no
more than a few hundred people at any one event. In Europe, it’s quite different, lots of
big events with fields routinely measured in the thousands. And just like in running, they
have age-group competition that makes it a lot more interesting for us old folks.
I’ve been orienteering in Europe a number of times but not for several years, and I
wasn’t expecting to go this year either. I didn’t want to go if I wasn’t going to be fit, really
fit. And that was going to take a lot of work. Last December, three days before Christmas,
I had surgery to have my prostate removed. They say that it is a good cancer to get if you
catch it early, which I did, because you can take care of it, which it seems like I have, as
the tests since then have been just what you would hope for.
It was major surgery, though it was done laparoscopically using robots so there were
no incisions longer than an inch or two and the recovery was a lot quicker. But it still sets
you back. More than I realized. I was back running within a couple of weeks, and in the
third week I actually went down to Forest Park in Springfield for the 5K, planning just
to run it easily. Ha! They said go, I ran as hard as I could, but the time was more than 3
minutes slower than my previous worst, and my hamstrings were complaining vigorously.
The trip back was going to be a lot harder than I thought. And at that point a trip to
Europe in July for orienteering was far from my mind.
But I needed some motivation, so I aimed for various orienteering events in April
and May as a target. I figured I had plenty of time to get ready. January was mostly long
walks and a little bit of jogging, mostly on a treadmill so I could quit easily when the body
started to complain. February was mostly running,
(Continued on Page 14)
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From The Editor

“Due to circumstances beyond my control...” This
Summer was a busy one, so who knew what the Fall
would bring? Why not run off a “quick” issue of The
SUN, a smaller one than usual, possibly just eight
pages, and get it out in half the ‘normal’ time? The BOD
encouraged me; more frequent issues sounded better
than good. We risked appearing to be timely. I even
kind of liked the idea.
What was I thinking?
Actually, there are several reasons why this issue
couldn’t have been smaller. First, there were a slew of
races in September and October, almost too many for the
determined racers among us to get to. There were lots
of new 5ks (apparently a national trend), with plenty of
good charitable causes to support; most weekends forced
you either to chose among good events if you wanted to
compete, or to just go and see what happened. That’s
not so bad, but it was hard to enjoy the riches available.
Although there were gluttons among us who tried.
Second, more members have competed in more
marathons in more different places lately than we’ve
reported on these pages in years. Does this say
something? Like a lot of our members are looking
forward to the 2010 Boston Marathon? Guess so! For
that reason we’ve tried to get news and notes from as
many 26.2s as possible. Can you but become interested
in hearing about at least some of the many different
approaches there are to this legendary distance?
And, not last and not least, there were a lot of
unexpected submissions. It was going to happen some
day. But Peter Gagarin’s been racing so well for so long
that I knew he had an article in him. Jeannie LaPierre
dropped me her book list when I thought there wouldn’t
be much to fill these pages, and Jeannette Voas - running
for one of at least three different teams with SMAC
members contesting Reach the Beach - surprised us both
by delivering on her promise to report for me.
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Suffice it to say that your editor is embarassed by
the great stories that appeared. Our membership may be
small, but we do things, lots of things, and many of them
very well indeed. Hopefully, some of what you hear here
will be new. Even better if it’s interesting!
One runner who’s been on these pages often is Sam
Belcher, who was profiled by Bob York in The Recorder
of October 22. That piece is worth reading just to
confirm that we all have different stories, motivations
and reasons for doing our sport, and to try to make sense
of one on the basis of another’s story won’t get you too
far. Sam’s story is fun partly because he’s one of several
top runners Dave Belcher has coached; the father-son
angle makes it a little different (I learned stuff I never
knew and I’ve worked with Dave for twenty years!), but
the bottom line is that we are individuals. Runners can
have any number of people who’ve inspired them, who
encouraged, motivated, harrangued or fooled with their
minds along the way, but nobody else can move your
legs for you. Put another way, while there are ways one
can be forced to get out and do it, no one can make you
love it. And no matter how fast you are, you earn what
you do, one step at a time. Sam Belcher may have a “big
engine”, but he’s come by it honestly.
------------------Alert readers of this column (and I know you’re out
there; we need more “lerts” than “loofs!”) will have long
since realized that your editor has yet to match every last
SMAC name to every single SMAC face he encounters.
And that’s OK, since I get to meet good new people
whenever runners congregate. It’s particularly good
when a story comes attached.
Here’s a good one: Visualize: darkness is falling
after the Grants’ last Tuesday 5k of 2009. Don’s totalling
the board when Sue lets me know that Larry Meinert
wants to meet me. Larry Meinert? I’d begun to notice
his name in various results, but couldn’t place him. Once
introduced he asks if I’d like him to write something
(now, that’s a lert for you - the answer is always “Yes!”).
He hoped I might want a piece on his first marathon.
Well, of course I would! Tell me more.
Larry’s made steady progress, by following a
training plan, being conscientious and realistic. He’s
dropped both his times and his weight dramatically.
He’s forty pounds lighter than he weighed in the Spring.
He committed to run in the St. George’s Marathon (in
Utah, a limited field, entry-by-lottery event), and got
serious about his training, set ambitious but reasonable
goals, and pursued them. He wanted to complete his
first marathon, and he wanted to qualify for Boston.
So, how did he do? It’s said that you can prove
anything with statistics, as long as you chose the right
ones. I’m no statistician, but the following information
looks like proof to me. On April 28th he ran a NoHo 5k
in 28:48. By June 10 he was down to 26:10, and by the
end of July he ran 25:04. On the last race of the season
he finished in 23:02 - that’s right, people, nearly six
minutes ahead of his old self! You can read his report
about his decision, training, progress and payoff about
St. Georges’ Marathon on pages 10-13. Larry’s way, way
ahead of the game. His success typifies what running’s
all about. And he’s one of us!
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SMAC Runner Profile:

Wilmore “Will” Paulding
Age: 30		
Town: Deerfield
Job: Physical Education Teacher.
SMAC member since: Around 2006.
Favorite Distance to Race/Run:
I like running between six and ten miles.
Favorite Place to Run: Where no one can see me.
Favorite Author/Book:
Right now I’m reading Born To Run, by Christopher
McDougall.
Favorite Movie
or TV show:
I’m still a “Lost”
fan.
Hobbies (besides
running, of
course!):
I’m not much for
hobbies.
Favorite
Spectator Sport:
It’s a tie between
The NBA and The
NFL.
Greatest
Adventure:
Taking a plane ride
over The Grand
Canyon.
Favorite
Vacation
Destination:
I don’t have just
one place, but I
really enjoy just
being on vacation.
What or who
convinced you to
join SMAC?:
I couldn’t hide from
both Dave Belcher
and Ben Bensen.
Favorite pre- or
Will Paulding moves ahead in traffic
post-run food
at the Purple Valley Classic.
and/or drink?:
(Photo by Sue Townsley)
Pre-run I usually
just drink some water/ Post-run I like to have a sports
drink.
Warm-up routine(s):		
It changes every time but usually some light jogging
with some stretching.
Music on the run (and, if so, what)?:
I can’t listen to any music while I run. I don’t like
carrying the iPod.
Secret tips or good advice?:
If all you have is 10 min. or 20 min. for a run take
advantage fo it. You don’t always need an hour for
your workout.
Achievement of which you are most proud
(running-related OR otherwise):
Winning the Don Maynard Memorial 5-Miler.
Secret ambition: To win a NoHo 5k race.
Fall, 2009
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What to Read
When You’re Not Running

By Jeannie LaPierre
It happened in the first five minutes of the Don
Maynard 5 Miler - a sharp sting, a tear, a sore butt.
After my first and only DNF in over 38 years of running,
diversionary conversation was the strategy of choice
before icing and the ensuing recovery, replete with
some whining (out of ear shot of all but my elderly
cat). Conversations ranged from the rural beauty of the
Holyoke Marathon course to favorite XM channels to the
lapsed Catholic syndrome. Though I can’t practice my
running religion for the moment, I can read about it.
What I Talk About When I Talk About Running,
Haruki Murakami
This musing memoir, translated from the Japanese,
is a comparative reflection between Murakami’s writing
career with his pursuit of running. The structural
narrative consists of personal essays as chapters as he
trains for the NYC marathon. Though not literary, it
offers insight into one runner’s notions about the sport.
The prose teeters on myopic with simplistic phrasing;
“kind of confused”, “hurts like crazy” and how pretty the
sky looks. As a reader, you are left to divine how hurting
like crazy feels. I could share some tart commentary on
just that subject but it’s not my book. The read is light
but not engaging.
Running Well, Sam Murphy and Sara Connors
How does one prevent injury? What exercises
relieve tension on the say, the femoral nerve? A fitness
“expert” and physical therapist detail the physiology of
running in sections about cross training, core strength,
and stretching. Photos demonstrate the exercises though
the directions can be confusing. The Injury Symptom
Maps help with diagnosis while directing you to specific
exercises. Be prepared and you’ll run well.
Born To Run, Christopher McDougall
I’ve been padding around the house in bare feet
since finishing this book. Why? Read on.
McDougall was assigned by Runner’s World to
write about the secretive Tarahumara Indians, a running
tribe who reside in the treacherous terrain of the Copper
Canyon in Mexico. An article blossomed into a book.
Ripe with eccentric characters, the insidious marketing
techniques of running shoe companies, and a flash
history about ultra running, the journey is paced as a
tempo run; not too fast, not too slow.
The tension mounts as the mysterious loner and
protagonist, Caballo Blanco, shakes together a showdown
between the Taramuhara and several top ultra runners
from the U.S. The 50-mile ultra race run on canyon
trails, pumps up the reader’s heart rate. While Scott
Jurek participates in the event, his exposure is minimal.
For the reader who lives to run and runs to live, the book
will have you fueling on frijoles and running barefoot
by the final page. An index would’ve been a welcome
addition.*
* After finishing the chapter on barefoot running,
(pre-injury), I experimented with a semi-barefoot run on
the lawn in rubber gripped slipper socks, before lacing up
the new Nike Lunar Glide sneaks. While the Nike had felt
comfortable on the road for a few test miles, now they
dragged like a hang over.
(Continued on Page 15)
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The 29th Montague Mug Race

When the gun went off at the start of Montague’s Mini-Mug race
(minutes before the longer contest), the kids led the charge.
And there were 29 finishers; could it have been more appropriate?

Run just a week after Shelburne Falls’ Bridge of Flowers Race, and
nearly as venerable, the Montague Mug Race would seem a very different
operation. Well, yes and no. At the core of both races’ success, however,
is the support of each event’s community. And while the bigger race IS
the event up in Shelburne Falls, Montague’s Old Home Day is all around
the race. You can stay and play (and sing, dance, eat and buy stuff) from

Mt. Toby Race

Tough to generalize about the Toby race. Distance?
Non-standard. Terrain? A great equalizer. More often
than not, the field seems to determine the race outcome.
There have been wet and sloppy years with 1:26 winning
times, or better. The footing wasn’t bad this year and
temperatures were tolerable, but Andrew Coombs’
winning time of 1:29:18 was three minutes behind recent
marks. Predictions just aren’t wise. Plenty of strong
racers were on hand, but not all of them came to race,
some had already raced during the weekend, and some
didn’t even follow their own plans. Barney Collins, for
instance. Ask him.
At 14 miles it’s a demanding distance for fast
runners, but you’d still better watch your step. On the
other hand, fancy footwork’s hardly going to make up for
a lack of speed. A bunch of regulars love this run, but the
word gets out, and surprise contenders do appear. Brian
Rusiecki, who won the 7 Sisters Race last Spring only
finished 8th (1:36:59), while Mike Brouillette, winner of
September’s Summit Run finished 8th (1:37:51).
Our club did well. In 10th place at 1:40:19, Ross
Krause was SMAC’s top finisher, and this despite some
irregular training of late. Not bad! Jeff Hansen (27th;
1:53:27) and Rich Larsen (28th; 1:54:06) ran tight, while
Rick Scott (36th; 1:58:45) and Mark Mazzola (39th;
1:59:32) both broke two hours. Barney Collins (40th;
2:00:31), Sri Bodkhe (45th; 2:02:12), Graham Warder
(49th; 2:03:05). Dave Martula (54th; 2:05:31), and Tom
Davidson (60th; 2:09:41) were all in the upper half of
the pack. Daryl Delisle (75th; 2:15:40), Paul Hake (77th;
2:15:55), Bob Prentiss (81st; 2:17:46), Ben Bensen (86th;
2:18:36), Jim Farrick (99th; 2:23:51), and Mike Duffy
(118th; 2:39:31) were all in the crowd. There were plenty
of former SMAC members there too; let’s hope there
were plenty of future SMAC members as well!
Fall, 2009

the night before until well after sunset,
and probably into Sunday. It’s fun
for everyone, and besides, this year’s
weather was great!
Jesse Regnier returned to blister
the 5.5 mile course with a winning time
of 29:07, 29 seconds faster than he ran
last year (He won this year’s Sawmill
too!). Aaron Stone took 13 seconds
off his 2008 time, but dropped a spot
(5th; 33:41). Barney Collins ran (8th;
35:03), Bob Austin (9th and 1st Senior;
35:50), Sri Bodkhe (10th and 2nd
Veteran; 37:30), Derek Postema (12th;
37:49), Carrie Stone (19th; 39:21), Ben
Bensen (26th; 40:31), Larry Sherman
(36th; 42:06), Annie Ryan (43rd and
1st FSenior; 44:21), Mike Duffy (47th;
45:24), Jodi McIntyre (49th and 2nd
FVeteran; 46:04), and Don Grant (70th;
58:35) were among the 73 finishers.
Not to be outdone, Sue Grant ran
a 20:05 in the 2 mile Mini-Mug race,
finishing 19th overall and thereby
winning the Seniors or Veterans division
and doing SMAC proud!

The Mt. Toby field blasts off from the Sunderland Pavillion,
and yes, that is Ross Krause checking his watch.

In recent years this race has seen some pressure
from new races in the region, despite an unwritten
“understanding” among trail race directors not to
compete with each other’s events. After a slight
downturn in 2008, though, Mt.Toby seems to be strong
again, and there were 138 finishers this year. Besides,
the barbecue is excellent, the race t-shirts cooler than
ever, and there can’t be many places which award
industrial strength, waterproof packing cases as prizes.
And although it’s no convenient race for spectators,
Locallyrun.com was on the trail shooting, and there were
nearly as many fans at the finish as competitors. But,
like I said, the food was good.
All told, Toby’s a great SMAC event. As one out-of
towner put it: “you could tell that this group has its act
together”. Scott Hunter deserves that kind of unsolicited
praise.
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The Summit Run: Two Perspectives

It can fool you at the start, but the second half’s a killer; runners at the Summit Run spread out before everything goes up.
(Photo by Ben Bensen)

A Competitor’s View
By Grant Ritter
5Ks typically remind one of gentle courses that
serve as a welcoming introduction to running. Most
don’t associate 5ks with the 800 ft climb, unrelenting
hills and leg devastating switchbacks that are common
to the Summit Run. On September 13 I took on the
27th annual Summit Run and experienced the most
demanding 3.1 miles of my running life.
112 runners, many sporting Highland Park
Challenge or Seven Sisters race shirts, joined me on that
humid morning. This was almost twice as many runners
from 2008. Many of the previous 26 Summit Runs began
with my great uncle Ted Buckhout welcoming the crowd
via megaphone. This year that honor was given to me
now that Ted has retired. I don’t usually get to give a
speech before races so this just added another unique
feature.
At 9 am the race began on a gentle upward portion
of RT 47 surrounded by lush farmland. At this point, no
significant climbs or summits are visible. As a 4 time
Summit Run veteran, I know that the grade will soon
dramatically increase but I still smile ear to ear and
confidently sprint to within sight of the leaders. At mile
1 the pavement disappears and the slope increases and
many newcomers may be wondering where the hard part
is. At mile 1.5 runners step onto the paved road that leads
of Mt. Holyoke where the majority of the 800 ft elevation
gain awaits.
I suddenly feel as though I am running in place
as my legs begin to burn and my lungs crave more air.
Judging by the number of people walking, I don’t think
I was alone. Fortunately the water station at mile 2
offered an opportunity to hydrate. Water stations aren’t
common on 5Ks but this one makes plenty of sense.
After the water station, runners are treated to the race’s
only flat section which offered one of the course’s few
opportunities to sprint.
This part of the race goes by quickly as I found
myself face to face with a series of relentlessly steep
switchbacks that lead to the finish on the summit of
Mt. Holyoke. At this point in the race I knew there was
less than a mile of punishment left and that it was time
to pick up the pace. The problem was that my legs had
been enduring near constant climbing since crossing
the starting line and they were too burnt to respond to
my desire for speed. Instead, I manage to put one leg in
front of the other enough times to cross the finish line
Fall, 2009

A Volunteer’s View
By Ben Bensen
I ran last year; I volunteered this. In order to take
pictures my tasks couldn’t be critical, so I drew the twin
responsibilities of manning the mid-course water table
and keeping an eye on Mark Mazzola’s son Ben. Both
of them essential tasks (Mark was at the Finish line),
and both had their share of amusement. Plus, he’d
been equipped with an official SMAC cowbell to ring
in encouragement, and he tested it well. How he was
supposed to use it while handing out water too was
something no one explained to either of us, but Ben rang
it when he could.
Explanations were the order of the day. Though
Ben’s a veteran watcher of races, he wanted plenty of
details about this race, its start, the route, etc. Ben
approved of my shot of the field spreading out (above),
but he was really intrigued by the precise cup placement
and operation of the water table. We came up with a
good plan for filling cups, balancing the water jug on
the flimsy-seeming table (“that’ll be fine” Ben assured
me), getting the used cups and cleaning up, but they all
required discussion. Lots. The early, fast runners sped
by and few drank, but we handled our responsibilities
mighty well. At least, I think we did.
Then, we ran out of cups! Crisis! Thinking H1N1
(not a good thought) while filling used cups (all we had)
I told Ben to tell runners as he handed out drinks. He
did, but I don’t think all the thirsty runners heard every
last word of “these are used cups, because we ran out,
because they didn’t give us enough cups, but don’t worry,
the water’s really clean, if you want some anyhow, OK?”.
No. Most runners either take water or don’t. Some
grunt, especially if running uphill. Some kindly said
“thanks”. No one asked Ben to elaborate.
After the last runner had passed and we’d picked up
the trash, Ben and I ascended the Summit, scarfed some
food, and he got to ring his bell a bit while waiting for his
dad. Be warned: Mark has issued a standing order, to
wit: “If you ever give my son a cowbell, he can come and
live at your house!” Well, I plead not guilty to that!

in 30 minutes. I am fully aware that this was not the
winning time, but it is a finish and that is good enough
for me.
The Summit Run is surely the longest 5k I have
ever run and I can’t wait to challenge the course next
September. Hopefully I will see you there.
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Don Maynard Race

By Ben Bensen
This year was the 15th Don Maynard race, and many
of the namesake’s family showed up to support the run,
including his son. Director Chuck Adams ran his usual
generous show, providing excellent weather for the
second year running, and a bewildering array of foods
and prizes and giveaways and such. It was some good!

The SUN

Reach the Beach

By Jeanette Voas
RTB, at 11 years old, is one of the earlier
incarnations of what appears to be an increasingly
popular concept, the 24-hour relay race. No wonder it’s
catching on! It gives you a chance to run three or more
legs during that 24 hour period, with at least one leg in
the dark, and as often as not, at least one in a downpour.
When you’re not running, you have plenty of time to
stiffen up sitting in the team van, which, as the race
wears on, becomes increasingly redolent of sweat and
Bengay and littered with used socks and partially eaten
bagels. Add to that sleep deprivation, digestive distress
and overfull port-o-johns … what runner could resist?
But, really—I mean it! It’s an amazing event.
RTB is a logistical feat. The race organizers recruit
several hundred volunteers, set up 36 transition
areas with ample room for parking, port-o-johns and
a cozy place inside for food, and then let loose a few
thousand runners on rural New Hampshire. And those
volunteers…if you want to renew your faith in humanity,
just go chat with one of them at 2:00 am, when you’ve
finished your leg, you’re tired and hungry, and hoping for
a clean bathroom.
Teams arrive at the race determined to have fun,
with costumes on and decorations for their vans. There’s
always an undertone of general hilarity, which heightens
as the hours since your last sleep pass. One puzzling
element is the urge to crudity (inflatable dolls and double
entendres in the van decorations), which race organizers
ask participants to keep to a PG level, since there are
Garry Krinsky had a special “prize” for race director
kids on the route. I confess, though, that our team has its
Chuck Adams.
own repertoire of stupid crude jokes, like the one about
(Photo by Sue Townsley)
getting a massage between our legs that, even after five
Race times were a little slower this year, but since
years of running this race, flattens us with giggles.
2008’s winner Rich Larsen (29:00) and runner-up Will
One of the unique aspects of a race like this is
Paulding (29:01) were both AWOL, Aaron Stone was
the opportunity to run side by side with runners of all
able to grab the win with a 29:25, thirty seconds ahead
sorts, elites and not-so-elite. There’s a staggered start,
of Mike Townsley (3rd; 29:55). Erik Wight (4th; 30:07) with slower teams starting early in the day and faster
looked strong, and is; Garry Krinsky (6th; 30:43), Barney teams starting later. If everyone predicted their times
Collins (8th; 31:19), and John Reino (11th; 31:46) were
perfectly, all teams would cross the finish line more or
other big guns for SMAC. JoEllen Cameron (19th;
less simultaneously.
33:43 and clearly recovered from injury) had a duel with
My team, the Wings, started five years ago as a team
Kelly Ann McKeown (18th; 33:37 - we want her!) for
of old coots and slackers, but over the years the team has
1st woman. Other club members included Ned James
replaced most of the above with young fast runners. So
(20th; 34:14), Karin George (23rd and 3F; 34:30),
I, the lingering old coot/slacker, found myself on a fast
Tom Davidson (25th; 34:54), your editor (30th; 35:51),
young team with a late start time. As fabulous as our
Natasha Anderson (35th; 36:40), Jim Farrick (38th;
team was, in the first dozen legs or so, we were running
37:14), Mark Dean (34rd; 38:01), Ted Burrell (46th;
close to the back (and at one point, we were “DFL,” as
38:41), Mike Duffy (49th; 39:42), Becky Shattuck (52nd; one teammate put it) and the transition areas were being
40:01), Jodi McIntyre (57th; 40:32), Copper Giloth
shut down as we passed through. But gradually, we
(75th; 48:31). Brian Farrell wrapped it up for everyone
gained ground, so that in subsequent legs we began to
(86th; 67:26).
pass others. Towards the end, we were passing 10 to 20
Also worth mentioning was 80+ Ray Willis’ finish
runners in a leg (one of our teammates passed 40 - fully
(82nd; 51:29); long a SMAC member and mostly off the
10% of the field) so we finished 20th out of 400 teams.
roads for the last few years, Ray has returned with gusto
One of those teams that passed us early and often
and success.
(once and for all in my first leg) was the Free Radicals, a
The proceeds of the race were again two $500.00
Western Mass team loaded led by SMACer Dave Belcher,
scholarships for local high school students. Alyssa
and a legend in RTB history. They always place among
Stankowski of Frontier RegionalHigh School and Molly
the top Masters Men, a highly competitive group.
Beebe of Mohawk High School wrote prize-winning
One final gratifying element of the race was that
essays. The 2008 winners were Gina Varuzzo of Turners this year, the Wings’ fifth at RTB, we enrolled as
Falls High School and Tess Vanden Dolden of Frontier
a fundraising team and supported the Alzheimer’s
Regional High School.
Association of NH/MA.
(Continued on Page 15)
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MoJo at Mile 20 in the
Mohawk-Hudson Marathon

By Sri Bodkhe
You may have read my beginner’s marathon story
in The SUN (Summer, 2007), so here is an update on my
most recent marathon work and races.
I had a great Spring and Summer of training with
steady 50 mile weeks and good results in several distance
races including 1:07:59 at the Narragansett 10 miler
and 1:30:56 at the Hyannis John Kelly Half-Marathon.
So, I had high expectations for a couple of marathons I
planned to run this fall.
Unfortunately, as the Fall marathon season
approached, I developed a few niggling issues with my
right foot 3 or 4 weeks before September 27th’s Clarence
DeMar Marathon and inconsistency limited the quality
of my training. I recovered well enough to race in Keene,
but wasn’t in good enough shape to run as fast as I had
planned (around 3:15). So, after running for 22 miles in
about 2:50, I dropped out, as I was going to clock 3:25 at
best, not the time I wanted.
As a compromise, I had a faint hope of qualifying for
Boston at October 11’s Mohawk-Hudson River Marathon
in Albany NY; my original goal was to qualify at New
York City (I needed 3:10), but that seemed to be out the
window after having to pull out of the race at Keene. I
started well at Albany over the first 5 miles, but then got
progressively slower ‘til mile 20, clocking 7:58 and then
7:57 for miles 19 and 20. Since I was apparently going
nowhere, I stopped looking at my GPS and quit planning
mile splits. Just then, something kicked in and I began to
running well for the first time since the beginning of the
race! Passing a bunch of runners only helped me to keep
up my new-found speed, and I wasn’t passed by anyone
else over the last 10k or so.
As I was getting close to the finish line, my wife Ann
felt very bad for me as the timer started to tick past 3:20,
thinking I didn’t make the qualifying time. When I told
her with all smiles that I needed to be 3:20:59 or under,
she was relieved and joyous. In the end I clocked 7:16 for
mile 26! I just barely qualified for the Boston Marathon
in both 2010 and 2011 with a chip time of 3:20:34.
The official race results show me running even splits
of 1:40:18 and 1:40:21 for the two halves based on the
gun time of 3:20:38.2, but I was clearly much slower by
the time I reached mile 20. Then, after picking up my
pace at mile 20 I averaged around 7:25 per mile for the
last 10k. Now I can run at Boston without the help of my
beloved SMAC’s lottery for at least the next two years.
In retrospect, I figure that I might have been
running too slow for the first 20 miles (considering that
my Summer’s training was pointing me towards a 3:10
or 3:15 marathon). Also, my splits over the last 10k were
probably “way too fast”, but it felt great to pass so many,
including some elite female racers. It used to be other
way around, get slower though still pass others. I will
think about this strategy again, run slower than I am
capable of and then take off near the end.

The SUN

Report from the Woods:
The Vermont 100

[Editor’s Note: The following report is extracted from
a personal e-mail Jeff sent to a friend after dropping out
of the VT 100. While he didn’t finish the whole race, a lot
of satisfaction lurks in his story. Philosophy too, which
is printed in italics. Jeff sort of rambles; apparently this
is what many ultrarunners do!]
By Jeff Hansen
2:15 AM... time to prep and make our way to the
start... at 4... 270 runners huddled under a huge tent
lit by tiki torches and strands of white lights... drizzle...
WEIRD!!! ... gear sorted, turned on head-lamps and
shuffled to the start... dark; I didn’t even know where
the start actually was... when “Go” was shouted I found
myself in the midst of spectators... We were WAY at the
back... we chilled and ran... nice and easy...
So much of ultra running is about trying to
maintain inner focus and I’ve really forgotten HUGE
chunks of the experience. I remember it being a little like
a moving cocktail party. I’d start talking with someone
and know early on if I wanted to move on to someone
else or find out more about them. I also remember brief
moments of being very aware of the scenery and feeling
real peace. I also remember it taking forever.
MILES 1-21: … onto a muddy trail and began to
climb... pretty quiet. People seemed to whisper rather
than talk... we were going SLOW!!!… trying to eat just
enough; not too much or too little.. Finally, we turned a
corner to see the handler station... At last!
MILE 22-30: changed my shoes... felt like HEAVEN.
Refueled (and) took our sweet time... most of 22-30
pretty nice... Gradually it began to clear and warm up...
a really nasty climb... wound up in fields on top of the
world... descents off the mountain were VERY steep...
walking didn’t help... cramping in my quads...
I began to find a rhythm and we met up with a
group of really cool folks running together. I always
refer to these groups as trains. Once you find a good
one, you feel unstoppable and the miles begin to just
click off. Anyway, we spent miles just telling stupid
stories about ourselves and running. The VT 100 draws
people from all over the country.
MILE 30-47: ... 17 miles before we’d see Alison
again... lots of exposed sections here and really feeling
the sun... felt like I had been punched in the gut
and breathing felt bad. Everything was tight... was
considering DNF’ing already. It got bad quickly...
sundown 8 hours away. How could I make it? That whole
section was about suffering quietly and trying to just
move forwards...
MILES 47-53: ... left 47 and I felt renewed... one
of the longest climbs in it and we just walked the entire
thing... got to half way in just under 12 hours. Breaking
24 was no longer an option... reached 53 in bad spirits...
MILES 54-??? ... Things got really hazy around
here. I don’t remember much besides just wanting the
[Editor’s Note: Sri’s a guy who started running at
sun to go down... could not run the downhills or really
age 41, did three marathons in five weeks last year, and even the flats... I really felt like going with them. It was
- despite “a few niggling issues” with his foot - managed frustrating but I also needed Jeremy... He began talking
to get his BQ. You can decide if it’s fair!]
about dropping...
(Continued on Page 13)
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Summit Run Results & More

By Ben Bensen
September was just crawling with events in the
Valley, but to start, here are the results of September
13th’s Summit Run. Impressive indeed, indicating
that it’s a race local afficianados really want to keep
going. It’s now SMAC’s event, and this running enjoyed
116 finishers, beautiful weather and lots of spectators.
Notable this year: fast times (first to the top was Michael
Brouillette in 18:47, 52 seconds faster than last year’s
winner, Tim Mahoney, who had to settle for 3rd. in
20:35). Former SMAC member and possibly the only
2009 competitor who also ran in the first Summit Run,
Dick Osgood was back and finished as 1st 70-79 male
(98th; 38:49).
The club’s Jeff Hansen ran 22:37 for 7th place,
followed by Erik Wight (8th; 22:54), Barney Collins
(13th; 24:17), and Richard Scott (19th; 25:28). Bob
Prentiss (26th; 26:35) finished just ahead of 8 year-old
Jason Beaver, the wunderkind of Agawam (27th; 26:38),
while Carrie Stone surprised us all (but maybe herself
most) by emerging as the first woman (36th overall;
28:05). Natasha Anderson of South Hadley was the first
local woman (41st: 28:48). Jim Farrick (43rd; 29:13),
Grant Ritter (48th; 30:05), Tom Davidson (72nd; 33:26),
John Piepul (73rd; 33:28), Don Grant (94th; 37:52) and
Copper Giloth (104th; 39:45) all showed SMAC’s colors.

Hadley’s Fit Together 5k

Yet another early October 5k for a good cause, this
one was run in Hadley on October 4th. “Flat and fast”
Don Grant and Dick Osgood profess mutual esteem before
was its mantra, and the route was pretty close to the 5k
taking on Hadley’s Summit Run. If we could find the records,
for Farmland’s. But a big difference: weather. October 4 we could tell how many times during their careers each one
was pretty clean. Evan Fallor took top honors in 18:05,
has taken on the Holyoke Range in this enduring event.
but Patrick Healey, a stalwart from SMAC’s summer
track workouts ran 2nd in 18:49. We want him. “Coach”
Barry Auskern (5th; 19:31), Kate Dean (26th; 26:23)
Held on October 3rd, this race had a much smaller
and Jim Farrick (37th; 28:59) were among the 58 who
turnout than in its first two incarnations, and clearly
finished.
contended with all the other race activity of a very busy
weekend, maybe the busiest of the Fall. Paul Fratini of
GSH won it in 17:41, but Richard Larsen (2nd and 1st
M50-59; 18:13) gave him a good fight. Garry Krinsky
(3rd; 18:56), Graham Warder (4th; 19:34), Mike
What? Another race on October 4th? Yes, but not
Hoberman (5th; 19:43), Jeff Folts (8th; 20:47), Mike
in the Valley. It’s the pride of Harvard and allegedly
Duffy (17th; 25:48) all ran for SMAC, as did 11 yearone of the more beautiful races near Rte. 495. Michael
old Casey Walsh-Warder (23rd; 27:09). Copper Giloth
Brouillette took top honors (he’s EORC and on a tear!)
was the top F50-59 (30th; 28:36) and Sue Grant the
in 53:45, but John Reino (27th; 1:08:43) and JoEllen
top F60-69 (42nd; 32:06). Sue’s hubby Don also ran
Cameron (42nd; 1:13:12) both headed east and ran great (36th; 29:58), as did Janice Sorensen (4oth; 31:07), Mike
races in a field of 222 finishers. What do you bet they
Hoberman’s better half.
carpooled too?

The 3rd Hatfield Harvest 5k

Apple Harvest Ramble
10-miler

Smith College’s Fall Fit 5k

Book It to the Library 5k

You can find the results for Whately’s innaugural
September 27 saw over three hundred people show 5K Road Race of October 3 on CoolRunning, but the
for the 2nd Fall Fit 5k (try saying that five times fast!),
presentation was “different in more ways than one.
which Sonny Gumle won in 16:44. Robert Austin (16th
Check it out. It looks as if about fifty ran there too, and
and 2/16 M5099; 20:15was SMAC’s top guy, and Ashley at 10:00am too. This might explain why Hatfield’s 5k
Krause (27th and 2/35 F3039; 21:28) the top SMAC
field (over 100 in 2007 and 2008) was about the same.
woman. Sue Dean (32nd and 2/36 F4049; 21:52), Larry Of all those runners, the only two who were absolutely
Meinert (43rd; 22:46), Jean Henneberry (46th; 23:02),
SMAC’ers were the first two of the M50+ category, club
brothers Rory (61st; 23:56) and Ethan Milsark (112th;
treasurer Dave Martula (21:24) and Ivan Chow (22:44).
26:43), Sydney Henthorn (119th; 27:03) and Copper
It’s nice that there are more and more races, but are we
Giloth (185th; 29:28) were all in that crowd. Quite a
running out of weekends? It would be good if neighbors
crowd; 302 finished.
didn’t have to compete with each other.
Fall, 2009
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Hadley’s 5k for Farmland; Conway’s Covered Bridge Classic
By Ben Bensen

Drew Best (#313) sizes up his competition before heading into the lead in Hadley.
And do you see that water on the ground? That was before things got really soggy.

What to say? The weather was awful, the course
fast and easy to follow (with just one speed bump at mile
one, a u-turn mid-way, and that bump again at mile
2) and Drew Best is wicked fast. 15:58 on October 18
would have been smoking, if not for the rain. Of the 216
who helped celebrate Hadley’s 350th and support the
Kestrel Trust were some from SMAC: Erik Wight (6th;
18:22), 12 year-old Allen Vance (who ran his first sub-20

5k - 13th; 19:54), your editor (33rd; 21:34), Carrie Stone
(46th; 22:41), and Daryl DeLisle (50th; 23:03). This is
not to overlook Karin George, in training for NYC, who’d
already logged fifteen and still finished 35th (21:50)
and Ben Thompson, who’d raced and celebrated the day
before (39th; 22:03). Maybe a lot of us ducked out as
soon as they finished, but there was a festive atmosphere.
Imagine this event in good weather!
The 10k and the kids’ 2 mile race start at
opposite ends of the restored Covered Bridge
off Rte 116, and it’s just as well. Both go up and
down in their first mile, and both have pretty
hard downhill charges, early in the 10k and at
the 2’s finish. These can be discouraging for
anyone trying to sustain a pace, because all the
healthy kness running past either humiliate
or encourage adrenalin poisoning. Be strong!
Miles two through five are mostly dirt, have
some tough ups and downs, and send you into a
final, gentle downhill that can make you feel like
you’ve worked hard - and you have. A good time
in Conway is an honor.
It was a good day for many runners, despite
this course’s well-earned reputation as one of the
harder 10ks around. Ned James ran a solid 44:15
for 14th overall, and I (16th; 44:47) found myself
trailing William Julian, the fellow I spent too
much time talking with during Granby’s Charter
Racers of every stripe line up for the kids race in Conway.
Day 10k last June. I wasn’t close enough to catch
(Photo by Bette Schmitt)
him, but we were both most of three minutes
Drew Best is fast, plenty fast. He took off in the hills of
faster than the last time we met. How is that?
Conway at October 4th’s Covered Bridge Classic and couldn’t
Lots of SMAC potential in this field, but
have looked back, finishing in 35:01, 2:45 ahead of Donald
Dick Easton (27th; 47:25), Bob Prentiss (28th;
Pacher (2nd; 37:46). Al Ladd was 3rd (38:14), Barney Collins
57:54), Lee Easton (49th; 54:45), Mike Duffy
6th (40:20) and Sri Bodkhe 11th (43:42). No problem there,
(55:49), Daryl Delisle (56th; 56:53), Paul Peele
since he’d run down from Buckland to race. As you can read on (57th; 57:18) and Copper Giloth (72nd; 1:05:16)
Page 7, Sri was tuning up for the Mohawk-Hudson Marathon a
were the only ones I recognized. Credit should
week later, and he wasn’t the only one. Two guys from Deerfield go to Dave Reading, who’s managed the not-easy
Academy had run up from the Valley as well, and one, Jan Flaska feat of keeping the classic going with good humor
barely avoided winning a prize as top woman here! He and Sri
as well as fun organization. Founder and former
both ran BQ’s in Albany, by the way. Which means that racing in Race Director Andy Jaffe still likes this event,
Conway was part of their tapering process, and that’s difficult to now that he he can run in it himself, and that’s
consider at the finish line if you’ve just run six.
just what he does.
Fall, 2009
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My First Marathon - St. George, Utah

It is said that some people are natural runners, in
the same sense that some appear to be gifted in math,
music, art, or languages. No one would say these things
of me, nor would they look at me and think “There is a
marathon runner”. But that was my quest and this is my
story.
There are probably as many reasons for running
a marathon and ways of doing it as there are people
running. My story begins with friends and family. I
moved to Massachusetts from Washington State in
2003, leaving many friends behind and making others
anew. One old Washington friend came to visit in 2008
and again in 2009 to run the Boston Marathon. He had
recently turned 60 and met the 4 hour Boston qualifying
time for his age group. My wife and I accompanied him
to the race and enjoyed the spectacle of the event and
shared his joy at finishing. During this time I began
to think that I too should attempt to run the Boston
Marathon, while I was still able and living in the area.
I was a middling athlete some 35 years ago in
college (Div. 3 - basketball, track, and wrestling) and
have run recreationally in the years since with occasional
5k and 10k races. But I had never attempted anything
like a marathon and had not seriously trained for
anything in any sport since college. Most people who
are attempting to qualify for Boston run a flat sea level
course. But many of those are urban, loop courses,
whereas Boston is moderately hilly and point-to-point.
After some Internet research I identified the St. George,
Utah marathon as being the most appealing to my
geologic sensibilities. It is near Bryce and Zion national
parks and is a point-to-point course through the red rock
country. It starts at a mile high, like Denver, and finishes
in St. George at ~2500’, with plenty of hills both up and
down. It usually is dry and cool (at least at the start) so
I figured the climate would more-or-less compensate for
the elevation and I hoped that the scenic power of those
red rocks would pull me through. It is a popular race
and they hold a lottery for approximately 10,000 runners
who hope to enter each year. I submitted my name and
on May 11, 2009 received notice that I was in. On May
12th I started training.

By Larry Meinert

The scenery’s spectacular; St. George Marathoners run to, then
up, but not over the top of Veyo Hill.
(Submitted Photo)

At the beginning I was not in hopeless shape, but at
age 56 there was considerable work to be done. At my
previous annual physical I weighed 240 lbs and at 6’1½”
was a solid physical specimen, a phrase that I preferred
to my doctor’s more precise term of overweight. Over
the years I had played basketball or run a few miles
several times a week and have been generally physically
active in terms of walking, hiking, and leading geological
field trips to faraway places. Perhaps a fair although
somewhat tongue-in-cheek assessment of my pretraining condition was that in the few Northampton
5k X-country races I had run in the past several years,
“I could beat anybody under 7 or over 77 years old”,
although some of those near 80 year olds were nipping at
my heels.
Since distance running was a new endeavor for me
I started by investigating training programs. I settled
on the Hal Higdon program but quickly found that the
high mileage weekly regimen did not fit well with my
present body, temperament, or travel schedule. Upon
further investigation I came across the Jeff Galloway
training approach and was struck by the many thousands
of testimonials to it effectiveness. It shared many things
with the Higdon program, including the essential nature
of the weekly long run but differed in one critical aspect:
the concept of interspersing running and walking in
all workouts. I was quite skeptical about this at first as
throughout my athletic career every coach in every sport
had stressed that the only way to improve was to push
one’s body to its limits. In fact I still remember a saying
of a high school swimming coach who often asked, “What
is the difference between a diamond and a lump of coal?”
He took particular zeal in the answer that “a lump of coal
is a diamond that just did not try hard enough”. Relative
to running a marathon I was definitely a lump of coal in
training.
Having settled on the Galloway training program
Lighter and faster; Larry Meinert at the Marathon’s start.
and a 4 minute running:1 minute walking routine, I
(Submitted Photo) plotted every scheduled
(Continued on next page)
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and from 29 to 23 minutes, respectively.
run on my busy travel calendar, starting on May 12th
As there became less of me I explained to inquirers
and ending on Oct. 3rd with the running of the St.
that I was not running to lose weight but rather losing
George Marathon. Like most training schedules my
weekly runs and particularly the weekend long run built weight so that I could run. It did not take higher math to
figure out that I could run farther and faster if I was not
gradually through the 5 month period, peaking at a 25
carrying an extra 40 lb sack of concrete on my shoulders.
mile run on Sept. 12 before tapering for the marathon
In a grueling dietary sacrifice I reduced my pizza,
itself. One unusual feature of my training schedule due
chocolate chip cookie, and wine intake to an ascetic
to my frequent world travels as a geological consultant
minimum. It was a fairly straightforward equation:
was that my long runs literally spanned the globe
more energy out and less food in = weight loss. I do
with runs in Hedemora, Sweden; Bergen and Oslo,
not mean to minimize the effort it took to stick to the
Norway; Townsville, Australia; Westport, Queenstown,
training schedule I had plotted on my calendar from day
Wellington, and Taupo, New Zealand; Portland and
one, but for me losing 40 lbs in 5 months was a relatively
Joseph, OR; Rochester, NY; Grinnell, IA; and of course
simple consequence of training with a specific goal of
western Massachusetts. Although it was somewhat
difficult to fit in runs while traveling the world, the varied running a marathon on Oct. 3rd.
With all the reading and talking to other runners,
locales were a blessing in disguise as I never saw the
same scenery twice. Almost by definition, every long run I learned a lot about running and training but until
you experience some things firsthand it is just not the
was longer than I had ever run in my life and the green
same. Probably the biggest revelation for me was the
pastures along the Hedemora River in Sweden and the
profound effect of temperature and humidity. I had
volcanic cones and calderas of New Zealand kept even
always interpreted the temperature/humidity effect as
the longest stretches fresh and interesting.
unpleasantness rather than not being
In addition to training programs,
able to do things. But now that I
I had a whole new world of running
have run the same runs in a variety
stuff to explore including clothing,
of conditions I am astounded at
nutrition/hydration products, mapping
what a difference temperature and
programs, and various widgets such as
humidity make. I also discovered that
iPods, watches, and pedometers. I had
when running in the rain, my size 15
thought that I would enjoy listening
shoes weigh considerably more wet
to music while running and although
than when dry. This is yet another
listening to some of my favorite music
reason that I was blessed to be able
at home often inspired me to want
to do many of my long runs in other
to go out and run, I found that music
countries and climates.
and even the least dangly of music
After all the training I was
players and headphones interfered
thrilled as the big day approached.
with the simple joy of watching the
My wife and I flew out to St. George,
natural scenery of wherever I was
Utah on Oct. 1 so that I could scout
running. Putting it another way, I
the course and enjoy the pre-race
like to focus on one thing at a time
festivities and pasta feed. When we
and found that I could not run and
arrived at our hotel I was surprised
listen (or do anything else) at the same
when I opened the door to our room
time. Thus after all my experimenting,
to find it apparently occupied. There
the only widget that I kept and used
was running gear and energy bars
was a Timex Ironman running watch
scattered on the bed and a Macbook
that allowed me to track the time for
laptop computer open on the desk.
segments of runs of various lengths that
Then there was a rustling from
I had mapped out beforehand using
And probably not his last: the author under the bed and out popped my
the Google Earth computer program.
with his first finisher’s medal.
daughter Kim, who had flown in
Particularly for plotting runs in foreign
countries, Google Earth allowed me to zoom in to maps
from her home in Portland, OR to support my marathon
and satellite images to find my hotel/abode and plot a
effort. She captured the surprise moment with a video
run in as much detail as I wished with exact distances of that she had set up for auto-recording on her computer.
the component legs. No matter where I was in the world Obviously, there had been some deep family planning
I knew the locale of my run as well as if it was from my
to both support and surprise me for the big day; having
home in Massachusetts.
family to share it with made the experience even more
During the week in between long runs I alternated
special.
among middle distance runs; runs from Smith College
It was a beautiful day for the race and the
(where I teach geology) out to my Northampton
temperatures were great. The only weather problem
Community Garden plot for some aerobic weeding; and
was a headwind, which slowed down everyone’s times.
when I was in town, the Tuesday evening Northampton
The weather forecast initially had predicted a 25 mph
5k X-country race. This 5k race not only is a delightfully headwind but luckily it was much less than that and did
well-run event organized by Don, Sue, and April Grant
not pick up until the second half of the race. Could have
but also served as an effective barometer of my training
been worse. My pre-race goals were: 1) to finish, 2) to
progress. My weight and times decreased gradually and finish under 4 hours, and 3) if miracles happened to run
episodically during the summer from @240 to 197 lbs,
(Continued on Page 13)
a Boston-qualifying time
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Half-Marathons, Marathons and More!
More stories of more SMAC members and their 13.1s & 26.2s

[Editor’s note: How can people send in “last-minute”
marathon news and information? Beats me. But it’s all
grist for the mill. Therefore, and in no particular order,
some long-distance information from members all over,
with notes, if needed.]
Aaron Stone races a lot, 5ks and 5 miles mostly
along with a few 10ks, but he’s kept a low profile
with longer races. Until now. Hardly alone among
SMAC runners, he’s been developing a taste for longer
challenges, and meeting them.
At the Swanzey NH Covered Bridges Half Marathon
“Elijah’s Run” on September 6 he was 15th overall in
a field of 287 finishers in 1:24:35. Michael Hoberman
(19th; 1:27:00) Graham Warder (20th; 1:27:53) and Sri
Bodkhe (30th; 1:32:19), but this was Aaron’s first half.
So what’s next? Stay tuned.
Where does Tom Davidson find time to do distance?
Who knows? But here are his marathon results from
his three marathons
of 2009, two in May
and then Hartford in
October. He and Sri
both like Vermont
City; you can see why.
Karin George
sent in a report, which
will speak for her now:
“I don’t know
that it’s newsworthy,
but there were two of us representing Northampton
at last weekend’s Wineglass Marathon in Corning,
NY. I finished as the 7th woman in 3:20:15 (first in
the masters women’s division since they took the top 6
women out for overall
prizes - two masters
in there), and I was
84th overall.
“Robert ‘Bob’ Bissell (age 59) finished with a PR
3:40 and continues to bring his marathon times down
at each race. This was my 38th marathon since 1987
and my fastest masters result (my all time PR is a 3:04,
but that was in my twenties and no longer counts!).
“Anyway, it was a great race---super course, well
organized, low cost and I would highly recommend
it. Next up is the NYC Marathon on November 1 and
then some easy base running until the ramp up for the
Boston Marathon---Maybe a 5k or two here or there.
“Happy trails, Karin”.
38 Marathons? A 5k here and there? Karin’s on
the roads a lot. One of her bigg fans is Jean Henneberry,
who says: “Karin has been a motivating person in my
recreational running career. I’ve done many a long
run with her and a few other women.” Jean claims
to be a “relative newcomer” to marathons, with “only
eight” so far. She ran
Hartford this year
and reported it “a
little crowded at the start, as people never seem to line
up according to their predicted pace. Usually, I’m so
focused on my splits and maintaining my pace, that I
don’t pay attention to much else during a marathon.
Fall, 2009

The volunteers were friendly and there were plenty of
water stops. There were some short hills during the last
few miles, which ordinarily one would not think twice
about, but they’re annoying at miles 22-26. I was able
to maintain a fairly uniform pace throughout, but the
last few miles were
tough. And she
PR’d! A final word
about Karin? “She’s
becoming a bit too
fast for me and I
don’t want to slow
her down.”
Dave Martula
and Mark Mazzola
were also among
the 2224 who finished October 10 ‘s Hartford Marathon
were Mark Mazzola and Dave Martula, both of whom
had qualified for Boston earlier, Dave at Napa Valley and
Mark at Vermont City. But SMAC’s “man of the West”,
Eddie Thomson sent this report before running in the
Spokane Half Marathon that day:
“My “old” SMU uniform will run again! I got out
my College uniform from 1974 when I ran at Southern
Massachusetts University Track & Field team. 880 &
440 mostly. So that’s 35 years ago. I have not had it on
in a race since then, but on Sunday it will be on for the
Spokane Half Marathon. I hand washed it last night...
and it still looks great! I will wear some thing below
it as it will be below or near freezing at the start of the
race. Should be fun and enjoyable pain after half way
in the race.”
Eddie finished 163rd in 1:49:30, out of 804 runners.
Other SMAC members pounding out marathons
included Steve and Becky Shattuck, who were also in
Albany on October 11. Becky got her BQ, Steve did not.
Sigh.
Jeff Hansen managed
to get his BQ
a week later at
Lowell’s Baystate
Marathon, a
really popular event designed for the purpose. And he
did so just a
few weeks after
running in the
Vermont 50k race (35th; 5:50:39)!
But, what about Aaron, the mostly 5k guy? He
finally made the leap, running the Dunkin’ Donuts
Cape Cod Marathon on October 25, easily qualifying for
Boston with his 30th place and 3:08:15 time. With a goal
of Boston all
along, he said:
“I wasn’t doing
New York, but I did run the Cape Cod marathon last
weekend. I did well with a time of 3:08, which qualified
me for Boston. I just sent in my entry form.... I’m
hoping to get to work out with Jeff Hansen this winter
to do some training. Well, I’m off to ice my foot.”
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of 3:45. The first half of the race I felt great and averaged
Boston-qualifying pace. In the second half the headwind
picked up and by the last three miles I was definitely
running low on gas. But I finished without killing
myself and was very pleased to have run sub-four hours
(3:56:04) in my first marathon.
There were about 7200 registrants and 5508
finishers. I was 86th in my age group and 38th in what
they call the weight division (>200lbs with clothes).
On all fronts I was pleased to have finished and more
than pleased to go under 4 hours. I would have liked

The SUN
to qualify for Boston (3:45) but that was just not in the
cards for me on that particular day. If I am selected
for one of the SMAC lottery registrations for the Boston
marathon I will train through the winter and see if I can
run a qualifying time for Boston at Boston. Thus, the
journey that began with a friend’s visit to run Boston in
2008 may well yet end up with my running this storied
race in the future. And I hope that my daughter can
join me once again, wearing the shirts and carrying the
banner that she had made for my first marathon that
said: “Run, Larry Run!”
[Editor’s note: Say no more!]

2010 BOSTON MARATHON LOTTERY!
Want to run Boston in April 2010 but haven’t run a qualifying time?
Act Now!
SMAC has ten (10) Boston Marathon applications available for the 2010 race. Five (5) will be raffled among this
year’s volunteers, and the remaining five will be raffled among all interested members. In the past, most applicants
have either won a spot outright or moved up from a backup position. Your odds are good!
However, it is urgent that you enter SMAC’s lottery now! The B.A.A. has capped the race at 25,000 paid
applications, period; this could happen even before the published deadline! Contact David Martula immediately
<davidmartula@gmail.com> or 413-586-8002
and provide all of the information on the Lottery Application.
Be sure to let Dave know if you have volunteered this year for SMAC.
DUE DATE IS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11TH BY 8 PM.
WINNERS WILL BE CHOSEN ON THE EVENING OF WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11TH AT 9 PM.
We apologize for the very short notice, but the B.A.A. has received an unexpectedly large number of pre-entries
and anticipates closing registration early. We do not want you to lose your chance to enter.
Should you win, you must still pay the B.A.A.’s application fee for non-qualifiers ($250).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SMAC 2010 BOSTON MARATHON LOTTERY APPLICATION

Name: __________________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City and State: ____________________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________________________________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________________________________
Did you volunteer at any SMAC events in 2009? Please specify:

How to Celebrate an Anniversary in Truly Appropriate Style!

Heather Wark and Win Whitcomb could have just
kicked back and run at home in Hatfield on October
3, but this was their 13th anniversary, so why not race
together and make a real statement? In fact, why not do
a half-marathon?
Fall, 2009

Why not indeed? They did, running at the
Waterbury VT Leaf Peeper Half-Marathon. Heather
finished 38th overall (2/96 among F40-49; 1:33:23), and
Win nabbed 39th (8/66 4-49; 1:33:42). 670 finished the
race. Congratulations to you both!
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but seldom more than thirty minutes and not hard.
A little better in March. By April I was doing decent
training, but as the orienteering events clearly showed,
my fitness still wasn’t where it needed to be.
Mid-May and it was decision time. There were two
events in Europe I was interested in – one in Sweden
the third week of July, and one in Switzerland the first
week of August. Of all the European events, these offered
the best competition. In both cases they were what
we call multi-day events, 5 days in Sweden, 6 days in
Switzerland. You run a new course in a new area each
day and add up the times for the 5 (or 6) days and see
how you did. The courses they give folks in my age group
(65-69) are quite short. They usually take about 30 to
45 minutes, so it’s like racing a 5-miler or a 10-km 5 or 6
days in a row.

Run and Done; Peter and Gail Gagarin near the conclusion of
the summer’s successful European swing.

In thinking about whether to go or not, I remember
making the following distinction: orienteering when you
are really fit is a different sport then when you are not fit.
When you are fit, when your running can keep up to
your navigating, then there is a sense of urgency about
everything, and there is a constant struggle to be up to
the challenge of moving accurately and fast. Whereas
when you are less fit, and happy to walk up all the
hills, then that sense of urgency disappears, the mental
challenge changes completely (mostly disappears), and
everything is a whole lot easier.
For orienteering in Europe, long trip, time, expense,
I wanted to be really fit, at least by the standards of 65
year old guys like me. I wanted to feel like I was ready to
race. So the question was, was I there? And the answer,
obviously, was no, not yet, though there had been
progress. And so the next question was, will I be there
in two months? And the answer was, possibly, but much
work would need to be done.
And maybe the way to get that work done was to
make the commitment – get tickets, send in entries,
etc. And then see if it could be done. Nothing ventured,
nothing gained.
Fall, 2009
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So I got plane tickets for Gail and me, made plans,
and also laid out the basics of a training plan for the 60
days left before the racing started in Sweden. Since the
races would all be pretty short, I didn’t see a need for
any long runs, in this case more than 90 minutes. What
was needed was a lot of quality runs, where quality could
mean running faster, or running hills, or running offtrail in the woods, or sometimes 2 or 3 of the above at
the same time. And the goal was 50 quality runs in the
60 days. That’s a lot, but I had the feeling that I had to
relearn how to race. And somehow at the same time not
get injured.
The next 60 days turned out to be almost surreal. I
have never enjoyed training so much. I have never found
it so easy to get out the door to start training. Every
day seemed to have a purpose. There were a lot of hard
workouts, but - perhaps because I was making progress
- it was always fun. And I hit my goal of 50 quality runs
right on the nose – 8 orienteering races, 4 mountain
races (Northfield, Greylock, Loon, Ascutney), 6 local
5K XC races, 9 track workouts, 5 hill sessions, 5 woods
tempo runs, 12 good trail runs, and even one road race,
the Northampton Mile. The legs felt good, my weight was
down, and we headed off to Sweden.
The event in Sweden was the big one, 5 days, about
12,000 people, about 350 in my age group, split into
three classes of which I was in the top one of about 110
people. Most of the best guys have been orienteering for
50 years and were on the national team 30 or 40 years
ago. They’ve obviously slowed down some, but they still
move pretty well through the woods. My goal was top 10
overall, and if I really did well, top 5. No hope of winning
overall, really, but a very slim hope of winning one of the
days.
And so each day you head out to a remote spot in a
new forest, they start you at two-minute intervals, you
get the map only when you start, and then there are 10
or 12 checkpoints to find and then get to the finish, all as
fast as you can. Reading the map, navigating, decisions
about where to go, all made on the run (you learn not
to run into trees at the same time). It’s a very intense
30-45 minutes. And each day you have no idea how the
competition is doing, so you just do the course as fast
as you can and then see how your time stacks up. And I
ended up 4th the first day, then 9th, then 5th, then 9th
again, and with one day still to go I was in 6th overall,
about 8 minutes behind the leader, a minute behind of
the guy in 5th, and a couple minutes ahead of the guys in
7th and 8th.
On the last day they start you based on the results of
the first four days, the leader goes out first, then the rest
in order, as much later as you are behind in the results,
so your position at the finish is your real overall finish. So
I went out 6th. Watched the guy in 5th go ahead of me,
he was out of sight within a few seconds. My time came,
got my map and the course printed on it. Had a real good
run, but never saw either the guy starting 5th or the guys
starting 7th and 8th. Processed through the finish, saw
the guys who had started 1st through 4th were already in,
as expected, but they were still sweating, hadn’t been in
that long. And then a minute later, behind me, in came
the guy who started 5th, so I had passed him without
ever seeing him. So I ended up 5th overall (and 4th on
the day, just a minute off the (Continued, next page)
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best time). Totally satisfying.
Off to Switzerland a couple of days later. First we
spent several days in the mountains, hiking and running
and orienteering training, all at a bit of altitude, and then
the Swiss event, about 3,000 people this time, about 75
in my class. The Swiss at my age aren’t quite as good as
the Swedes, so my goal here was top 3, and maybe first.
The orienteering there was quite different, especially
with some serious hills, both up and down. It was very
wet early on, we ran the first two days in heavy rain
and then the third day got cancelled because the alpine
streams were over their banks and uncrossable. The 4th
and 5th days were in good weather, but by then there had
also been landslides that blocked access to the site for the
6th day. So it ended up being 4 races. I finished 1st, 3rd,
1st, and 2nd, and overall first by just a few seconds. Very
cool.
I would guess this sounds all very strange to anyone
reading this. Orienteering is not easy. You need to be
able to read a map, and run through all sorts of forest,
sometimes beautiful, sometimes rocky and with lots
of underbrush. You get wet and dirty, you get cuts and
bruises, you get tired, you make mistakes.
Did I mention how much fun it is?
Anyone wanting more info can explore my training
blog at:
www.attackpoint.org
my username is: “PG”,
and my e-mail is:
pg@crocker.com

The SUN

Chasen’ a Mason Defies Rain;
So Do the Fanatics!

Continuing October’s streak of good races despite
lousy weather, the inaugural Chasen’ a Mason race was
held on the Rail-Trail in Turners Falls on October 24,
and local talent made a good showing. Mark Guillaume
of Greenfield was the overall winner in 17:59, but SMAC’s
Garth Shaynefelt ran 4th in 18:57 and John Reino (6th;
20:17) and Ned James (7th; 20:37) duked it out for
position. JoEllen Cameron was the top woman overall
(8th; 20:46), Jim Farrick was 12th (23:16), And Brian
Farrell 24th (42:50). Plus, there were a whole lot of folk
who should be in SMAC; the longest traveller came from
Worcester, so this race had local flavor!
Should you be thinking that it wouldn’t have been
much fun out in the Powertown at 10:00 that morning,
you were surely not there at noon for the annual Turners
Falls High School 24 hour run. You had better have
had a legitimate excuse, because the event was held
anyhow! Coach Ron Hebert reported that “...the team
ran 91 miles and the guest runners did 60 miles. The
guests were parents, other students, and several runners
who were passing by on the street. Mark Mazzola kept
the baton moving and did ten miles at 6:00am while
most of the team slept...” for the Turners Falls Track and
Cross-Country programs. So, was he training for his next
marathon or the Relay for Life? Nice job all!

(VT 100, Continued from Page 9
I really began to believe I would finish...
MILES ???-62: ...we continued walking, assessing
our situation... I started wondering about everyone else
in the race and where they were... but it was feeling more
like an adventure than an ordeal.
MILE 62-70: ... on some fairly nice (but still hilly)
dirt roads... we had resolved ourselves to walk as far as
we could... We both felt mentally strong and alert, just
frustrated to be walking...
MILE 70-77 ...Lots of runners were dropping here.
People were a mess. I began to lose my confidence here
and dreaded taking off into the cold...
HARD but also beautiful in a way I had never
experienced. The night sky seemed really alien and
fascinating and I just wanted to stare at it forever but I
didn’t want to stop moving forward.
[Miles 70-77 were] HARD but also beautiful in a
way I had never experienced. The night sky seemed
really alien and fascinating and I just wanted to stare
at it forever but I didn’t want to stop moving forward.
Five year-old Forest Schmitt pours it on at the finish of the
Conway, clearly pleased with clobbering his dad, Leigh.
Leaving mile 70 we began a HUGE, MUDDY,
(Photo by Bette Schmit) NASTY climb... we got slower and slower and... decided
we had had enough of an adventure... we told the officials
(What to Read, continued from Page 3)
we were out and took our time eating, relaxing and
I labored to recapture the form I’d held while barefoot;
sharing stories… It actually was fun to be done. I had no
lighter on my feet, erect posture, mid-foot strike. This
(well, almost no) regrets.
cumbersome chore would not be resolved with a nap and
(RTB, Continued from Page 6) It was eye-opening
two aspirin.
to share our stories about how each of the 12 of us had
The shoes fly back from whence they came. I’m
hauling out my beat-up Mizuno racers, comfy as slippers. someone near and dear succumb to Alzheimer’s. I’m sure
YOU have a story like that, too. Race participants raised
Not sure if I’m up for the Vibram Five Fingers yet nor
$66,000 for Alzheimer’s research (and tens of thousands
am I a convert to barefoot running particularly on
more for other causes).
pavement, but perhaps the minimalist strategy could
Ready to sign up for 2010?
have credibility. Carrie Stone, can you testify?
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a new course record for M60-69 (8th; 19:52) and Don
Grant (34th; 30:12) was in the field of 38
------Aaron Stone ran a 17:46, in the final race of Empire
One’s 5k series September 11, and finished third overall.
That means he’s getting familiar with sub-18 finishes
- hoo-rah! Mark Dean (23:43) was 53rd, Mike Duffy
(23:57) 57th, Don Grant 100th (30:28) and Sue Grant
107th (31:50) out of 119 in total.
------What’s Leigh Schmitt been up to this Summer (as
if finishing 7th at the Western States Endurance Run in
June, 2nd at the Seven Sisters and 1st at Virginia’s Bull
Run Run 50 miler wasn’t enough?)? He was 2nd at the
Savoy Mountain Trail Race on August 16, and won the
Vermont 50k on September in 4:01:05. Oh, and by the
way: Club President, Donna Utakis ran second for the
women in 4:23:40, “just behind” Sarah Dolven, who’s
another Track workout regular.
------On the same day as the Mug Race, August 16,
If the Summit Run’s too short for you, why not plan
but over in South Deerfield, the AHA/Yankee Candle
on the Pisgah Mountain Trail Races up in Chesterfield,
5k Run is said to be a tricky little course. William
NH? This year’s races went off on September 13 and you
Wheeler of Belchertown took top honors in 17:15 and
Deb VanderPoel was the women’s winner in 19:25. Not could run either the 50k and 23k. Ross Krause chose
the latter and ran 1:43:57 for 5th place overall, out of 58.
many SMAC people: Paul Haake (3rd; 19:04), Jeff Folts
(11th; 20:30), JoEllen Cameron (coming off injury nicely! Trail runners know that these are hard-core events; the
12th; 20:44) and Ned James (13th; 20:50). 107 finished. rest of us can be aware!
------Don Grant likes races. Only one of 29 at Stanley
Park on August 17, he ran 28th of 29 (30:49) over the
three mile X-C course. Two days later at the Springfield
Summer Sizzler 5k he was 40th of 47 in 35:10. He likes
to race! On August 20 at the EORC 5k he joined Mark
Dean (25th; 23:23) and wife Sue (86th; 34:53); Don was
75th in 30:37. On the 24th, 32nd out of 34 in 30:07. On
the 26th, along with Richard Clark (7th; 32:46) at the
Springfield 8k Don was 45th of 48 (52:23). That’s six
races in ten days; he must have been making up for lost
time. What lost time?
------This you won’t see often: Among 106 finishers at
the EORC August 27 5k race in Holyoke: Mark Dean
(38th; 23:16) - yes, Mike Duffy (52nd; 24:13) - OK, and
Rich Larsen (72nd; 26:31) What? Not where you’ll
At the start of the “regular” Mug Race. Sri Bodkhe’s under
normally find Rich! Sue Grant (99th; 31:24) set a new
the ‘E&T’, and Aaron Stone’s on the far right.
course record for F60-69 there too.
A couple of SMAC guys ran in the 27th Applefest
------* That asterisk? A question: where were the bunch Half Marathon on September 27, a popular race outside
of Nashua NH which caps at 1000 entrants. Of the 904
(above) running around, or away from, or whatever?
who finished this year, Derek Postema was 50th and 3rd
First to answer wins considerable cachet in this office!
of 44 in the M50-54 bracket (1:34:38) and Rick Scott
------was 73rd and 3rd of 25 in the M55-59 group (1:36:48).
3.5 miles is an interesting distance. Among the
Jimmy Plaza (who’s been out of commission due to knee
161 who hoped for a glimpse of winner Erik Nedeau
(17:55) at the Thomas Brosnahan Run/Walk in Holyoke surgery this Summer) has run this race and says it’s
excellent - and they have great pies!
on August 29 was Barney Collins (6th; 21:30). A lot of
------people didn’t see much of him either!
The Sheriff moved the the Jailbreak 5k to October 11
------this year to avoid being crowded out in September, and
At Westfield’s 11th Stanley Park 3 mile Crossthe plan seems to have worked out; this was its biggest
Country in the 12 race series on August 31, Rich Larsen
field to date. Held on October 11, his good race seems to
was back in form, finishing 4th (18:01). Rich Clark
(16th; 20:18), Jean Henneberry (40th; 22:46, Mark Dean attract a hot runner from out of town each year, and this
time it was Mark Mayall of Maynard. He took top honors
(46th; 22:59), Mike Duffy (74th; 24:47) and Copper
in 17:17, but not without a stiff challenge from local boy
Giloth (110th; 29:28) were among the 132 who ran. In
Jon Kunhart, just seven seconds behind.
the final race of the series, on September 7 Jeff Folts set
And once again, folks, we have a
bunch of people running around*
in...

Shorts!
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Saturday October 17 was clearly the better day of
its weekend for racing, and SMAC had a great turnout at
the Lt. Danny Boyle 3.5 Mile run/walk in Holyoke. Erik
Nedeau outlegged all 517 finishers with a nifty 17:49,
but the club had three in the top ten: Aaron Stone (5th;
20:07), Michael Townsley (7th; 21:07) and Robert Austin
(10th; 22:26). Jeff Folts finished 19th in 23:23, and Ben
Thompson 32nd in 24:20, followed a bit later by Don
and Sue Grant (223rd; 33:50 and 261st; 36:07). If there
were other SMAC folk there too it was hard to pick them
out; that was quite a crowd! And does anyone want to
affirm or deny that this race is similar to the Thomas
Brosnahan race in August?
------Sorry, folks; I missed a few more marathoners’
info: Jeff Hansen (209th and 80/296 among M3039)
3:15:21) wasn’t the only SMAC member aiming for
Boston at Lowell’s Baystate Marathon on October 18th.
A mere two hundred places behind him, Bob Prentiss
also qualified (409th and 34/159 of M50-59; 3:29:05)
and Mark Dean (1104th; 4:10:09) also finished. Nice
going, guys!
------So, if you didn’t want to get rained on in Hadley at
the 5k for Farmland, you could have run in Gill at the
Open Gates 4-miler. Barry Auskern ran third, and had
this report: . . . “I had a front row seat to watch the duel
between Jason (Barney) Collins and Garth Shaneyfelt.
Jason went out hard, but Garth, to his credit, never lost
contact and pulled up to Jason three times during the
first three miles. Over the last mile, however, Jason
found an extra gear to kick into, and Garth finished
a valiant 2nd, about thirty seconds in arrears. Given
that Jason was a regular
at the track workouts
and Garth a prominent
“no show” over the
summer . . . . Well, I’ll
let you draw your own
conclusions! This is
a fabulous little race,
awesome scenery, nice
course, nice tee shirts,
“Team SMAC” at the Purple Valley Classic, and all of
great chili afterwards . .
us were in uniform (not matching uniforms, no, but that’s
. . All they need are a few
OK)! From left: Garry Krinsky, Aaron Stone,
more runners! Congrats
Ben Bensen, Will Paulding, Barry Auskern
to Becky Shattuck too,
and Michael Townsley.
who was 1st place female
(Photo by Sue Townsley)
finisher.”
------Not a lot of women from Western Massachusestts
Boston’s 20th Annual
made it into Boston to race with six thousand good
Mayor’s
Cup races,
friends (there were 6044 official finishers) at this year’s
presented
by the BAA and
mega-Monday Tufts 10k for Women on October 12, but
Adidas
bring
together
one who did – and did well! - was Shutesbury’s own
some of the region and
Carrie Stone. Running in her trademark footwear (no
nation’s best runners to
socks, no shoes; nothin’ at all), Carrie found herself way,
race at Franklin Park, and
way back in the early going, but moved forward through
Happy
&
hopping;
Allen
Vance
Will Paulding and David
the pack and finished in 44:35, 219th place overall,
felt very good at October 18’s 5k Belcher hopped into the
and 54th out of 1842 in her 30-39 age bracket. That’s
for Farmland.
5k event. Will’s 19th place
moving! It took her more than a minute to get to the
and
17:40
clocking
were
PR’s,
while
David just nailed his
actual starting line too. Congrats!
goal
of
20:00,
taking
99th
place.
But one question: Carrie, are you still intimidated
------------------------------------------------------by conventionally shod opponents?
So much for this set of “Shorts” guys! Keep at it!
----SMAC regulars Aaron Stone (3rd; 17:25 - a PR?),
Jeff Hansen (peaking for a BQ at Baystate the following
week – 4th; 17:50), Michael Townsley (1st 40-49 and
5th; 18:14), Erik Wight (1st 50-59 and 7th; 18:14) and
Garry Krinsky (9th; 18:24) all cracked the top ten, while
Track workouts regular Patrick Healey was 10th (18:36)
and should join us. Garth Shaynefelt (13th; 19:18), John
Reino (14th; 19:18) and Bob Austin (16th; 19:47) ran
well, and JoEllen Cameron won the women’s race as well
as her 40-49 bracket (24th overall; 20:50).
Jim Farrick was a bit better than his reliable
average (32nd; 22:18), Ted Burrell was 47th (23:34),
and Jeanette Voas won her 50-59 bracket 50th; 23:58),
followed by Cathy Coutu (77th; ; 27:35), Copper Giloth
(81st; 28:43) and Brian Farrell (104th; 41:08). While
this is a once a year run for many, the Sheriff and his
boys put on a great event with lots of swag, and it keeps
on getting better. You should run it.
111 ran, and the first twenty-five probably “caught
the crooks (who are ‘released’ three minutes before
the gun to be chased by paying customers)”, but who
knows.? Barney Collins, probably.
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SMAC Rules at the Purple Valley Classic!*
[*Not Really, but it Was a Good Day with Great Racing]
By Ben Bensen

Don’t look back, someone might be gaining on you. And don’t look too closely at who they are! In lighter
“uniforms” Mike Townsley, Aaron Stone and Garry Krinsky race the kids.
(Photo by Sue Townsley)

September 27 was one of those beautiful days
when you feel like you can do almost anything, so six
of us ventured up the Mohawk Trail to race the youth
of America in Williams College’s Purple Valley Classic.
This is a college race, but for some reason they let folks
who haven’t attended college in a while run too. I said
“a while” and meant it; “a very, very, very long while”
would be more precise. Anyhow, we arrived with (some)
admiring fans and our trusty press corps, Sue Townsely.
In fact, you can see almost the whole race thanks to
her; about the only photos she didn’t take were at the
all-you-can-eat Indian buffet where some of us restored
our energies later. But that’s the proverbial different
story (for Sue’s pictures go to SMAC’s home page, chose
“SMAC photos on Shutterfly”, and enjoy!).
The day itself boasted three events: 8k Men’s
Varsity, 6k Women’s Varsity, and 5k combined FroshJV/all-comers/unisex/grab-bag (that was our race,
the first one of the day), all contested over the same
area of open fields and well-marked trails. The courses
were both strategically and tactically challenging, with
great spectator viewpoints and no opportunity to fake
anything. Teams came from all over New England and
beyond: Middlebury, UMass-Lowell, Springfield, Colby,
NYU, Johns Hopkins, even Oberlin - that’s right, in from
Ohio for a Saturday race! So it was neat just to be there.
We didn’t even take running past a retirement complex
halfway through the action as a bad omen.
In fact, with gorgeous weather, an immaculately
groomed course and top-flight competition there was
nothing to encourage realistic expectations. The SMAC
contingent politely feigned modesty... until the gun
went off. Then, as Coach Auskern observed, it quickly
became clear that we could expect “a good view of a lot
of runners’ backs.” You see, even though the kids in
our race were second stringers, they were good. The
first six all came in under 17:00, and although SMAC’s
top finisher, Will Paulding ran a determined 17:58,
Fall, 2009

he managed only 31st overall. In 56th with a zippy
burst of speed, Garry Krinsky (19:23) just nipped Mike
Townsley (57th; 19:40), who just doesn’t like to gun it at
the finish. Aaron Stone was less-than-zippy at 58th in
19:49. Meanwhile (observing that I’d paid for my early,
unjustified zeal) Barry Auskern (63rd; 21:03) passed me
(65th; 21:48) mid-way through, and never looked back.
Lucky for those I guys I wasn’t needed to score,
but score we did! SMAC actually finished as the third
team overall (there were only three complete squads,
but let’s not get picky, OK?)! Host Williams had a topfive runners’ total time of 1:22:33 for an average of
16:30 per racer (and they had seventeen more runners
to back up their scorers!), quashing NYU, which posted
1:23:33/16:42. We tallied 1:37:11/19:58. Hmm. I
couldn’t have broken 20 even as part of a team average.
Don’t feel sorry for us guys, though; we all managed
to work our respective ways up through the crowd,
thereby making things seem respectable. Passing
uniforms is one of the utterly unequalled pleasures of
racing, even when some of those uniforms catch you
back later on (and congrats to Lindsey Eby of Springfield
College who did that very thing to me).
But remember, this event was a combined FroshJV/all-comers/unisex/grab-bag race, which is to say,
it was co-ed. The field totalled 102, and I beat all but
fifteen of the distaff side. There’s hardly any shame in
losing to someone a third your age - well, there might
be if you were eighteen, but I’m not. And besides: those
girls were good!

5k Run for Water

The what? It was held at UMass on October 3 and
posted on CoolRunning, so there!! Stephen McKinley
won it in 17:23, while SMAC’s Derek Postema ran 4th
in 20:47 and his son Garrett finished 10th (23:40).
Whoever the other 25 runners were, or what water they
were running for remains to be explained. Mystery!
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SMAC’s 2009 M.O.R. Nomination Form
It’s time to vote for the club’s “M(ost) O(utstanding) R(unner/s)” Please nominate any
member you choose. Tell us about any significant running success or running-related accomplishments of the nominee in support of your nomination.
Nominee’s Name: _______________________________________________________
Home Address: _________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Home Phone: __________________________________________________________
e-mail: ______________________________________________________________

SMAC traditionally announces
the MOR awards at the club’s Annual
Meeting. Mark your calendar and plan
to enjoy the fun runs, a terrific PotLuck, and the good company of fellow
club members.
Sunday, January 10, 2010
Amherst Women’s Club
Runs at 10:00am; Meeting at Noon

Nominated by (if not nominee): _____________________________________________
Nominator’s Address: ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Nominator’s Phone: _____________________________________________________
e-mail: ______________________________________________________________
Reasons for nomination: _________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

(Please use additional paper as needed)

Runner’s 2009 race results:
Distance

Fastest Race

Date

Pace/Mile

Finish Time

Previous P.R.*

# of races
Year of Previous
at this distance
P.R.
in 2008

5 km
5 mi
10k
8 mi
10 mi
1/2 marathon
Marathon
Other distance
Other distance
Other distance
Other distance

Total miles raced in 2009:

*P.R. = Personal Record

Anything else?

Please return this form to SMAC c/o Dave Martula, 277 Bay Road, Hadley, MA 01035 by November 30, 2009.
If you have any questions, please contact Donna Utakis at donnautakis@yahoo.com, or call: 413-253-7526

Fall, 2009
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You can’t get healthier post-race grub than this!

OK, so it was really wet, and a lot of runners and walkers went for the hot coffee first,
but October 18’s 5k for Farmland Race in Hadley featured fresh carrots, dip and turnips!
See the story on Page 9.

Don’t Forget!

The Hot Chocolate Run is on Saturday, December 6!
See SMAC’s website for all details:
www.sugarloafmac.org

Dave Martula
P.O. Box 379
Hadley, MA 01035

SMAC

